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TAXI  LED Sign



The car/vehicle should load the taxi weight.

Car/vehicle need available power to connect led taxi sign , if not, then, 

need to add extra power supply equipment.

The power supply for taxi LED sign is DC12V±15% , note the anode 

& cathode, red line is anode, the black is cathode by default.

Power on/off:  when power on, it will postpone the video & images by 

1 min ( that’s avoid the vehicle’s equipment operation).  When it 

power off, we should cut off the power after 2 mins (avoid switching 

the power for the led sign frequently for vehicle stopped by suddenly.)

The shell is transparent acrylic material,  should be stopped from 

sharp material to damage. Acrylic are available for  cleanser and soft  

cloth to clean.

Don’t try to change the control circuit(back light unit control way, 

switch  way)by unprofessional person.



MPLED SCREEN CABINETS-

designed for taxi led displays, adopting 

sheet metal fabrication, by multiple anti-

rusting, spraying processes and high-

temp baking procedure which ensuring 

anti-rust; protective cover removable, 

making it possible for easy 

maintenance; fasteners and mounting 

brackets, enabling fast assembly.

Cabinets of taxi displays are suitable 

for outdoor usage, adopting aluminum 

sheet metal,and endowed with excellent 

anti-rust effect by virtue of electrostatic 

spraying process. Actual dimensions 

could be customized.

1 TAXI LED Screen Feature



2 TAXI LED Screen Feature

1.High brightness LED Lamp;

2.Aluminum mask with anti-UV, anti-pulverization painting, anti-rust, anti-aging resistance;

3.Transparent acrylic with 50um anti-UV painting, it will keep the original performance within 10 years.

4.Special developed high performance power supply, with overvoltage, overload, short circuit, delay power 

on/off function, apply in -40°C~+80°C environment.

5.Realizing network cluster control manage which can operate for the terminal interface at any time and place, 

using browser to visit the service to manage and control the terminal with no need to install software.

6.With equipped standard mounting rack, which reduce the cost for its fast installation.

7.Customized for its metal plate made.



Screen Model MP-2.5H MP-3.3H MP-4H MP-5T

Pixel Pitch 2.5mm(SMD1921) 3.3mm (SMD1921) 4mm(SMD1921) 5mm(SMD3528)

Visual size 960mm x 320mm 960mm x 320mm 960mm x320mm 960mm x320mm

Size
1089mm x 

435mmx167mm
1089mm x 

435mmx167mm

1089mm x 

435mmx167mm

1089mm x 
435mmx167mm

Weight ≤26KG/PCS ≤26KG/PCS ≤26KG/PCS ≤26KG/PCS

Resolution 384x 128 dot 288x 96 dot 240 x 80 dot 192 x 64 dot

Power 

Consumption

(Ave.)180W/m2

(Max.)600W/m2

(Ave.)180W/m2

(Max.)600W/m2

(Ave.)180 W/unit

(Max.)600W/unit

(Ave.)129 W/m2

(Max.)430W/m2

Brightness >4,000 CD/m2 >4,000 CD/m2 >4,000CD/m2 >3,500CD/m2

Refreshing 

Frequency
>1,000 Hz >1,000 Hz >1,000 Hz >1,000 Hz

IP Rate IP65

Input Voltage DC12V ±15% 

Working 

temperature 
﹣40 ～﹢80 ℃

3 Technical Parameters
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Cabinet Model Module Model L(mm) H(mm) W(mm)

MP-2.5H 2.5mm 1089 435 167

MP-4H 4mm 1089 435 167

MP-5T 5mm 1089 435 167

Note: above 

dimensions are 

standard size 

recommendation. 

Actual sizes shall 

be subject to 

changes as per 

vehicle types. With 

demands on 

special mounting 

way, vehicle sizes 

and photos might 

be needed in 

advance.

5 Dimension Chart



6 Installation Drawing

Note: sizes of mounting brackets depend on specific vehicles. MPLED can also 

provide other corresponding mounting ways as per different car models.
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Mounting rack installation diagram

1.Components a\b\c\d\e 

2.Components a\b\d , connect the components

with  screws

3.Components  C installation

4.keys open states

5.Pull the lock bar states

6.Components e

7.Components e (install finished)
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The procedures of mounting bracket installation6.1



Installation diagram for car roof6.2

Mounting Rack

Installation 
components

screws

keys

1.Mounting rack, installation components, components, keys, screws
2.Put the mounting rack in horizontal center,  to fasten the taxi led sign with components and screws 
in figure 
3.Installation finished for the mounting rack.
4.Put the mounting rack which finished for the taxi led sign to the proper position on the vehicle.
5.Open the lock bar with keys, then pull the grappler unit to button the lateral groove of vehicle.
6 7 8.Rock the lock bar by vertically  so as to the grappler unit can fasten the mounting rack 
9.Power on the taxi led sing after installation.
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3
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Wiring diagram

Power main cable connect the car’s accumulator :

1.red line for positive pole

2.black line for negative pole

6.3



7 Taxi led sign optional components

Mounting bracket

Light sensor

Humidity sensor



7 Communication 

Way Diagram：

Server side

4G/GPS/WIFI/

INTERNET

GPS

Client side

Solution Features:

Need GPS 
modules for 

GPS function,
Need  the 
router for 

4Gfunction 

MPLED provide free server with 500MB hard drive.

MPLED provide free WEB control manage platform (based on browser no need to install)

Reach the function of group sending. Only send data once for multi-port. Group sending and single 

sending are keep the same transmission speed.

Hardware integrated with control card and 3G router. Stable and decrease the cost.

Fluent 3G download speed, which could reach 100KB+ for RSSI 10+, 200KB+ for RSSI 20+

Simple software operation. Convenient for remote 3G terminal as well as local terminal.

Good compatibility. Platform could compatible several internet input, including wire transmission, 

WIFI, 3G, 4G etc. The platform could work when in network, and keep the customer experience 

( i.e.: customer no need to worry the communicate way of control card).



8 Program editing software

1.Edit the program 2. Sending the program



Remark: Standard plywood case 

size:1130mm(L)*520mm(W)*660mm(H), actual package size would 

be changed according to the screen size.

Package Way9


